
Anti-Drone Systems 



Company Profile 
Founded in 2007 as part of the BE1 Group, BE1 Defense Technologies & Solutions is a
leading international trading company focused on the defense and HLS sectors and on
presenting the industry with cutting edge, innovative products and solutions. BE1’s
head office is located in Israel, with a branch in Germany and local partners around the
world.

As an Israeli company, we know defense all too well. The team is composed of defense
and HLS experts, who provide unique services and comprehensive solutions for a
variety of sectors and clients, combined with the exceptional service of integration for
the defense, safety and security industries.

It is in our DNA to think differently. That is why we have incorporated our problem
solving experience and capabilities into our activity and services. Providing private
clients and governments with the most ideal and cutting edge defense and safety
technologies and solutions that would shape the future of the industry ape the future
of the industry.



LONG RANGE SYSTEM





Long Range Anti-Drone

• This solution is a sophisticated security system for

protection of sites against unwelcomed drones/UAV/UAS

preventing them from entering, flying above, or landing

inside any given perimeter.

• Provides a full scale solution against drone build on the

four layers system: Detection, Acquiring, Neutralization
and Total Destruction



A Complete Long Range Solution Against 

Drones

The Solution is a sophisticated security system for protection of sites

against unwelcomed drones/UAV/UAS preventing them from entering, flying

above, or landing inside any given perimeter.

The system provides a full-scale solution against drone build on the four

layers system: Detection, Acquiring, Neutralization and Total Destruction
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Our Solution is a sophisticated security system for protection of sites against 

unwelcomed

Drones/UAVs, preventing them from entering, flying above, or landing inside a 

given perimeter.

Distributed architecture – adding modules/sensors ( Radar X or S band, Optics 

,tactical system, hard kill…)

Our flow of operation:



INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEM

Our system  provide early alert and long-range protection against drones. 

It is designed for:

>3.5km – 15km 

>2.5km – 15km

>3km-5km 



Solution Building Blocks 

Radar System – 3D Air surveillance system ( X or S band), based on VSHORAD radar advanced

software-defined, pulse-doppler radar platform - 360º

RF Detection Unit – RF Sensor detects drone presence by analyzing signaling channel and radio

transmission. Once a drone has been detected it automatically triggers an Alarm and Alerts the

guard of a drone presence.

EO/IR Tracker - Long range, ruggedized, gimbaled, day/night electro-optical system.

Hi Power Jammer - High power outdoor jamming system, aligned with the electro-optical system’s

line of site.
“Jamming Dome” - High power jamming dome (360º) against swarm attack and multiple targets

Command & Control - Dedicated, configurable, user friendly command & control software, installed

on PC.

Optional Integration to advanced Command & control center - Central and unification of remote

systems/sites



Radar System 

3D X-Band Pulse-Doppler 

Air surveillance system, based on 

VSHORAD radar advanced software-

defined, pulse-Doppler radar platform. The 

VSHORAD Radar provides a Reliable Air 

Picture of the existing targets in Real Time, 

with 360° coverage, providing accurate 

target measurements of velocity, range, 

azimuth and elevation angles, target 

detection and tracking.



A cutting-edge software-defined, multi-

mission 4D AESA pulse Doppler radar 

platform for a variety of operational 

missions.

Delivering On-The-Move operation to the 

maneuver force and naval vessels, the best-

of-breed radar sensor provides superior air 

defense and active defense in a SWaP-C 

optimized system.

C-Band Pulse-Doppler 



RF Detection Unit 

Our solution is equipped with a RF Sensing 

is a subcomponent aimed to detect drone 

presence and indicate the direction of which 

the drone appears by analyzing signaling 

channel and radio transmission (both the 

uplink and downlink) the ELINT system can 

also indicate the drone & operator real time 

location + the Homing position



EO/IR Tracker 

Electro-Optic: thermal Day/Night 

Observation & Tracking system. 

The operator uses a variety of software 

tools, such as optical tracking, contrast 

reversal and more, in order to make 

decision whether the target is a relevant 

drone threat



Hi Power Jammer ( Neutralization)

Upon decision, the operator activates the 

jamming system. A highly effective set  of RF 

electronic countermeasures is activated in 

the direction of the intruding drone. The 

Drone loses its control signal and/or its 

GPS/GLONASS signal/s, and is either 

grounded at its current location, or forced 

away from the protected perimeter.



Command & Control 

A command & control computerized

station which controls all the

components of the system under

the GDU



Tactical Reactive Counter-Drone 
Solution 



A Complete Portable  Tactical Solution Against Drones

Among our anti-drone solutions is a sophisticated tactical security system for protection of sites

against unwelcomed drones/UAV/UAS preventing them from entering, flying above, or landing

inside a given perimeter.

This system was especially developed in 2017, addressing operational scenarios of

HLS/tactical/special units.

The system detects drone presence by analyzing signaling channel and radio transmission. Once

a drone has been detected it triggers automatically a neutralization system which deactivate the

drone/quadcopter from any operation.



A Complete Portable  Tactical Solution Against Drones

The solution is a sophisticated tactical security system for protection of sites against unwelcomed

drones/UAV/UAS preventing them from entering, flying above, or landing inside a given perimeter.

The System detects drone presence by analyzing signaling channel and radio transmission. Once

a drone has been detected it triggers automatically a neutralization system which deactivate the

drone/quadcopter from any operation.



INTRODUCTION TO TACTICAL SYSTEM 

Mobile System Components:

A highly effective set of RF electronic countermeasures 360° or 90°
around the protected sight is being generated, blocking all civilian drones 
from penetrating the 

The system automatically send a notification to selected 
preset cellular numbers via internal modem.
The system can also trigger an alarm using a siren and/or light.

A multi band RF sensor able to detect civilian drone in a radius of up to 1500m 

Remote control C2 tablet that visualize protected area and location, jamming 
preset configuration, unit preset activation and real-time scanning status and
real time notification including type of detected drones





MESH –Multi systems deployment network





Vehicular Reactive  Mobile System Components:

A highly effective set of RF electronic countermeasures 360° or 90°
around the protected sight is being generated, blocking all civilian drones 
from penetrating the 

The system automatically send a notification to selected 
preset cellular numbers via internal modem.
The system can also trigger an alarm using a siren and/or light.

A multi band RF sensor able to detect civilian drone in a radius of up to 
1500m 

Remote control C2 tablet that visualize protected area and location, jamming 
preset configuration, unit preset activation and real-time scanning status and
real time notification including type of detected drones



Vehicular Reactive Anti-Drone/Quadcopter/Small 

UAV Reactive system

This is a multilayer, battle-proven counter-drone solution that provides a wide area, long-range

and high accuracy anti-drone system with the following capabilities: RF detection, automatic alert,

classification, and neutralization.

Our system can be integrated on any vehicle or any vessel to provide protection against drones

and UAV while on the move thus protection the whole convoy



Stationary Reactive Anti-

Drone/Quadcopter/Small UAV  System
This is a sophisticated stationary security system for protection of sites against unwelcomed

drones/UAV/UAS preventing them from entering, flying above, or landing inside a given perimeter.

Wheatear protecting a stadium, a prison or a parliament house this is the best cost-efficient

battle proven solution against drones..



Cruisers/Ship/Yacht Anti-Drone/Quadcopter/Small 

UAV reactive system

This is a multilayer, battle-proven counter-drone

solution that provides a wide area, long-range and

high accuracy anti-drone system with the following

capabilities: RF detection, automatic alert,

classification, and neutralization.

This solution can be integrated on any cruiser,

ship, boat, or yacht to provide protection against

drones and UAV while on the move or when

stationary while mooring.



A compact backpack portable all-
weather reactive anti-drone system



Reactive Manpack Anti-

Drone/Quadcopter/Small UAV

This solution is a multilayer, battle-proven

counter-drone solution that provides a

wide area, long-range and high accuracy

anti-drone system with the following

capabilities: RF detection, automatic alert,

classification, and neutralization.

The system was especially designed for the

protection of infantry and maneuvering

soldiers in the battlefield, providing them a

clear sky from drone threat
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Thank You!

BE1 Defense Technologies & Solutions

18A Mordehai Rozanski St. Rishon Lezion, Israel

T: 

E: office@alpacos.com, 

W: www.alpacos.com
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